
Editarial camment

New Guinea must be ane af the mast exciting
natural language labarataries in the world. The number
af distinct languages and dialects is still uncertain and
linguists are anly in the initial stages af describing the
camplexity that exists; a camplexity that includes several
hundred indigenaus languages, a New Guinea dialect af
En g lis hi and Me I an e s i an Pi d gin, mar e t h a n h a I f way taw a r d s
becaming a creale language, passibly the natianal language.

Kivung, the Linguistic Saciety af the University
af Papua and New Guinea, was farmed in Octaber 19(7 with

the aim af pramating research in English, Melanesian Pidgin,
in indigenaus languages, and in general and applied linguis
tic s .

In this first issue af what we hape to. be a quarterly
publicatian we present a selectian af papers given at the first
annual canference. Francis C. Jahnsan, Faundatian Pra:"essar

af English and President af the Saciety, discusses English
"supersententials". The use af the camputer in linguistic re-
search is described by Maxwell H. McKay, Faundatian Prafessar
a f Mat hem a tic s . Two. pap e r s, g i,v e n b y J a h n R. P r i n c e, War den
a f the Pre I i m i n a r y Yea r , an d by And r a s Ba I in t, S e n i a r Lecturer
in English, Secretary af the Saciety, present cantrasting views
af the time cancepts af Papuans and New Guineans. A new
appraach to. dialect study is suggested by Bjorn Jernudd, Lecturer
in Linguistics, Fareign Languages Department, Manash University,
S e c r eta r y aft he L i n g u i s tic Sac i e t y a f Au s t r a I i a . And r e w T a y I a r',
A. N, U. Research Schalar, gives a sacia-linguistic view af the
language situatian in a Papuan village. Prablems af emphasis
and cantrast in English naminal canstructians are analysed by
English Lecturer, Dan Stakes.

Future issues af Kivung will include, in additian to.
papers presented at the manthly meetings, articles and baak
reviews.

We hape this newest linguistic jaurnal 'ram the lanely
mauntains and steamy rain farests af a develaping cauntry will
'ind its place in the already large family af linguistic publicatia

Andras Balint
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KIVUNG was founded in 1968 as the Journal of the Linguistic Society of

Papua New Guinea. It is concerned with all branches of linguistics,

although preference will be given to contributions of general theoretical

interest, to articles dealing with the languages of Papua New Guinea, and

to the application of linguistic research to the teaching of language.

KIVUNG is published twice a year (in June and December). Articles, books

for review, and other items of interest should be sent to the Editor,

KIVUNG, Department of Language and Social Science, University of

Technology, Box 793, Lae, Papua New Guinea. Authors of articles and

reviews receive ten copies gratis and may purchase additional copies at
cost.

Subscription rates, which include membership of the Linguistic Society of

Papua New Guinea, are Kl.OO per year for undergraduate students of

tertiary institutions in Papua New Guinea, K5.00 per year for other

individuals, and K12.00 per year for institutions. Airmail rates and
rates for back issues will be supplied on request. Subscriptions and

enquiries should be directed to KIVUNG, Department of Language, University

of Papua New Guinea, Box 4820, University P.O., Port Moresby, PNG.

Prospective contributors should observe the following guidelines for the

format of contributions. Manuscripts should be the top typed copy, double

spaced, with wide margins, and typed on one side of the paper only.

Footnotes, which should be kept to a minimum, should appear on a separate

page at the end of the manuscript; references to publications within the

body of the text should give merely author, date of publication, and page

numbers where necessary: e.g. Chomsky (1965); Capell (1962a: 129-165).

A list of references should also appear on a separate page, and

references should be of the following form:

Biggs, Bruce. 1965. 'Direct and Indirect Inheritance in Rotuman',

Lingua, 14:383-415.

Grimes, Joseph E. 1975. The Thread of Discourse. The Hague: Mouton.

Pawley, Andrew, N.d. 'The Austronesian Languages of Central Papua'.
Mimeo., UPNG.



ge and Linguistics in Melanesia (fornlerly Kivung) is published by the Linguistic Society of Papua New Guinea
;ocietyon Pidgins and Creoles in Melanesia. Volumes 13-22 were published once ayear; beginning with volume

·s published twice a year.

Iy. Language and Linguistics in Melanesia covers the linguistic situation in Melancsia, where one fourth of the
d's languages are spoken, as symbolised by the cover design.

journal focuses on data-oriented articles with theoretical impl ications. In addition, it is open for reactions or replies
:cent papers, squibs (briefnotes orobservationsregarding natural language phenomena), letters to the editors, and book

iews.

correspondence for the reviews section should be addressed to Ana Kila; all other editorial correspondence should be
dressed to John Clifton. All manuscripts should be submitted in three copies, and should be typed fully double-spaced
a font not small than 12point (10 characters per inch), single-sided. The title, but notthe author's name, should appear

n the first page. The author's name should notappearon any following pages in anyway that might identifY the author
as such. The title, author's name, author's affiliation, and full mailing addressees) should appear on a separate sheet of

aper. In case there is more than one author, an indication should be made as to the author responsible for proofreading.

ix copies of each article published are provided free of charge.
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books for review and other items of interest should be sent to the editor,

care of the secretary of the Society. Prospective contributors should

follow the style sheet of the Linguistic Society of America. The journal

seeks to publish articles dealing with scholarly comment on languages of

Melanesia and the linguistic situation in Melanesia, recognising that over

a fourth of the world's languages are spoken by the people of Melanesia.

This emphasis is symbolised by the cover design.

Subscription rates are as follows:

Institutions

Individuals

Undergraduate students
from Melanesia

Airmail rates and rates for back issues will be supplied on request,

by the secretary. Subscriptions may be remitted in USA or Australian

currency as an alternative to remitting PNG kina.


